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Secure File Sync & Share
From the makers of CrashPlan

SharePlan is a secure, enterprise-ready file sync and share platform that facilitates
smart, real-time collaboration across all devices. IT maintains complete visibility and
control, and users enjoy a solution that just keeps working.

ENTERPRISE-STRENGTH SYNC & SHARE TRUMPS CONSUMER-GRADE
The user-driven adoption of consumer-based syncing or sharing productivity tools such as Dropbox runs rampant in today’s
enterprise, creating a host of challenges for IT organizations. Employees unknowingly create corporate data security risks by
adopting easy-to-use, cloud-based applications that give them the functionality they need; IT loses control, left to manage the crisis
when corporate data is inappropriately shared or breached.
This scenario—all too familiar for today’s enterprise—leaves IT wondering where to find sync and share technology that allows them
to both secure corporate data and give users the easy kind of tool they want.
But enterprises shouldn’t have to decide between data security and ease-of-use when it comes to file sync and share. Those are
requirements for any enterprise application worthy of consideration. The real question: is there enterprise file sync and share that is
both flexible (giving enterprises a wealth of choice) and enterprise-ready?
The answer is yes–and it’s SharePlan from Code42.

SHAREPLAN—SECURE, ENTERPRISE-READY FILE SYNC & SHARE
Secure, smart, simple and supported, SharePlan is built on the same proven data security technology as CrashPlan, the awardwinning, cloud-based endpoint backup solution that safeguards data worldwide for more than 5,000 organizations, including Adobe,
Genentech/Roche, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Netflix, Procter & Gamble and Target.
Secure. SharePlan is the on-premises enterprise sync and share solution built with a “security-first” mindset—maximizing visibility
of corporate data at all times, on all endpoints, so you more quickly, effectively mitigate risk.
Smart. Built on a proven, open API, SharePlan allows IT experts to flex their application-creating muscle: cultivate unprecedented,
real-time access to existing enterprise applications; or simply control every byte of data residing on the edges of the network.

Simple. SharePlan combines core functionalities users already embrace with uncompromising enterprise security and
management. No need to change users’ habits. No limits on file sizes or types. And a consistent, streamlined experience across all
devices allows users to just keep working.
Supported. Code42 spent the last seven years successfully managing and protecting more than four exabytes of endpoint data,
consequently developing a wealth of knowledge and expertise about the best ways to properly secure and control enterprise data.
And our Customer Champion team provides world-class enterprise support, maintaining a 96 percent customer satisfaction rating.

SECURE SYNC & SHARE FOR EVEN THE MOST DISCRIMINATING ENTERPRISES
SharePlan empowers IT to better protect, manage and serve the entire organization.
Ultimate choice in data control. Choose private, public or hybrid cloud deployments.
Managed Private Cloud option. Maintain physical control of data via an on-premises deployment leveraging Code42’s
finely tuned appliance, with 24x7 monitoring and support by Customer Champions.
End-to-end, iron-clad data security. Rest assured synced and shared data remains secure both in-transit and at rest using
AES 256-bit encryption.
Integrations with existing directory services and authentication technologies. Leverage Open Directory or Active Directory
via LDAP and RADIUS for two-factor authentication.
Management and control of corporate information on endpoints. Retain ownership of corporate data through comprehensive
audit trail and remote wipe capabilities.

SMART ADMINISTRATION THAT’S ENTERPRISE-READY FROM DAY 1
Now you can actively manage and control the data residing on the edges of your network.
Single I/O engine. One Admin console for managing orgs, users and devices for both SharePlan and CrashPlan.
More flexibility. Receive unprecedented customization and configuration capabilities because SharePlan is built on the very
same API provided to you.
Native, open APIs. Get easy, complete control of the entire platform in the programming language of your choice.
Real-time access. Easily add, remove and integrate with content stored on every endpoint across the enterprise.
Multi-tiered access controls and policies. Deploy fine-grained, yet flexible, controls of policies, permissions and user accounts
in real-time.
Super-charged dashboard. Let a single admin support thousands of users and manage multiple storage sets, servers and clouds.

SYNC & SHARE MADE SIMPLE
With SharePlan, end users embrace easy-to-use sync and share that runs continuously on all their devices, so they can just keep working.
Continuous, unlimited sync. Know files automatically stay current across devices and users, with no limits on file size, number of
files or file types.
In-place sync with file system integration. Sync and share data wherever it resides on the device—without manually moving it to
another folder—via Windows Explorer and Mac Finder integrations.
Cross-platform support. Enjoy a consistent user experience across all operating systems, device types and the SharePlan web-based
application.

KEY BENEFITS
FOR IT

FOR EMPLOYEES/END USERS

The ultimate choice in data control. Choose your deployment
option: private cloud, public cloud or hybrid cloud.

In-place, continuous sync. Leave your files where you want;
data transmits as soon as a change is detected, keeping
synced or shared files updated.

Cross-platform support. Enjoy broad OS and device support:
Android, iOS, Mac OS X, Windows 7/8 and SharePlan’s webbased application.
Proven performance and security. Leverage the same engine
as the award-winning CrashPlan enterprise endpoint backup
solution.
Easy to use and manage. Manage multiple storage sets, servers and clouds from one easy-to-use admin console.
Real-time administration. Manage policies, users, devices and
plans in real-time.

Real-time sync. Speed the transport of data to near real-time by
syncing directly between users and/or their devices before syncing to the server using topology-aware network acceleration.
Self-service user management. Quickly, easily create plans
and adjust file access permissions without help from IT.
Unlimited file size, type and number of files. Securely access
files from anywhere and whenever needed—regardless of
size—for maximum productivity.
BYOD-ready. Revel in a consistent experience across all devices.

KEY FEATURES
Optional on-premises, private cloud deployment

High-performance, multi-tier data de-duplication

Remote wipe and audit trails

Cross-platform, device-enthusiastic support

End-to-end, AES 256-bit encryption of data in-transit and at rest

Silent, continuous, real-time sync

Real-time administration console

Unlimited size, type or number of files

Finely grained definition of user and device controls

Secure mobile file access

Directory services integration

Near-instantaneous collaboration

Comprehensive, open API

User-created and -managed plans

Topology-aware network acceleration

Mac Finder and Windows Explorer integrations
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Code42 has been developing technology solutions to protect and manage the world’s data since 2001. More than 5,000 companies globally—many of them the largest organizations in the world, including Adobe, Target, Groupon, HP, P&G,
Netflix, Under Armour, Intuit, Stanford University, Genentech/Roche, Kraft Foods, Harvard University, SUPERVALU, NASA and The University of Texas—trust Code42 with their enterprise endpoint backup and file sync/share needs.
For more information, visit www.code42.com. OV061305

